Proceedings of Pre-Bid Meeting
In compliance advertisement for the Procurement of Goods under Closed Framework
Agreement (Single Stage) IFP No HO: RACP/G001, pre-bid meeting was organized on
21/09/2015 in the Office of RACP at 11.00 A.M. The following officers attended the
meeting:
1. Sh.S.S.Shekhawat, DPM, DPMU, Jaipur
2. Sh. A.S.Gehlot, PC (Watershed), PMU, Jaipur
3. Sh. Anil Vijay, Manager (Procurement), PMU, Jaipur
4. Sh. Rajendra Sethi, AAO, PMU, Jaipur
The list of representative of manufacturers who have attended the meeting is enclosed at
Annexure-1. Detailed discussions were held with the representatives of the manufacturer
present. The summary of points raised, clarification made or the points requiring further
decision at the appropriate level are as under:
S.
Point raised/Issue
Clarification/Proposed course of
No.
action
1. Whether any manufacturer can No. It is not possible; it is not in
submit proposals for the part consonance with the IFP. It will
requirements? Say fewer ponds as disturb the evaluation and planning
against 300 Nos. during 2015-16.
process.
2. Fencing along all the sides is very It is not a part of present assignment.
important as it prevents the stray /
falling of cattle, human being and
also geo-membrane could be
damaged. It is the experience of
participating agency that in rest part
of the country, fencing is by and
large in practice.
3. The manufacturers were not clear Clarifications were made with regard
about the design aspects and the to design and calculation aspects.
calculation of area of sheet installed It was agreed that the trench proposed
as this is directly related to at the bottom of the pond could be
payments. It was intimated that the deleted from the standard designs after
proposed 30X30X30 cm trench at approval of the World Bank. However
the bottom all along the four sided it will not affect the IFP.
of the excavated pond is not at all
required and is not going to serve
any purpose and also not required
for the stability/support of the
lining material.
4. The manufacturers’ asked about the It was informed that agency is going to
process of payment and also receive 90% payment within 30 days
emphasized
to
release
the after successful installation and
remaining 10% balance payment completion of work. The District

prior to 180 days

5.

6.

Coordinator
(watershed)
of
Mokhampura will take measurement
as per surface area, evaluation of work
done as per laid norms and
accordingly will prepare bills for the
payments after farmer's satisfactory
report in the specified formats of
DPMU, Jaipur. Remaining 10%
balance will be released after 180
days.
There is a confusion regarding It was clarified that the qualification
qualification requirement for past criteria would be of three years as per
performance of manufacturing, Point No. 1(b), Page No. 23.
marketing and installation which is
three year at point No. 1(b), page
No. 23 and five years at page No.
51
How to ensure that the site is ready It was clarified that manufacturer
for installation and who will ensure should ensure readiness at site before
it?
commencing the installation of GeoMembrane.
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